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1. As we indiested is 	 sable of 21 June, the IttaleG programa
is being reseneLdered. le the swing it 1944, when the program was
flitted, erisis in Gears/ serape uppowed to be insAment to gamy. Geo-
ocopsentiy, eiphasis was pissed en the imeedisto and to provide smatagas
%Ion* without reterense to the mmomwdeblUdAr 101 the theteerte hemleed.
See, however, there sows littis Libalhoed of an ineediste crisis. As a
resait the nrmgram is lop far review amd revision to swot the issoisempante
of the present sitnatiesa Than is aware' agreement in this Wise, after
dissuasions with c _nand ether persons serwerama, that the werrest cad Si
to work out a at se guldimg 4.1meiples epee Slob to base an =SRO program,
taking advantage of the preleoged armistise (t0 *NAV eednisas intarpretation
of torrent events).

2, Diecaseless ere taking Wiese as ea orgoaleation wide basis in the
effort tie arrive at etsmdar4s, toehmieel, seatrity, et al, Art iCiaLND
ail its aspeets. PandiegpSUMMs et ge neral polls? in this matter,
we mall entlime here Stele eperstimeal prineiples whilst we should like
Is as followed is the fibers normiliss% se operateria. we is at think
that these will seeflisi with hosisaisal Mends:is sot revairea. Ikteks
less to •my, we shall melees per OMIMMOAO and onfieetlebe ee the has
at settee dismissed below.

3. ft is probably Acreitible that Waisted roadie site and sisal
plow and individes/ agate sod metworke dit be empseed within a fairly
short period after the hogimehmi it hosotilikies or Sapatioa of an arse
ty as hostile sloreel. ibis is ens ef the Salealated risks en whisk 1:10,1,
starbehlat program as mob IA based. Imperissee Ia serLd :its II has
that seek eases seed at blew the saistlans mystan as a whole. In
this respect, we are mere ODSOMMA with the possibi l i ty et tamptered sets
being used to "play busk" to ow base than with their being disavowed an4/
or saptured.



44 Sines the OfT operator provides the sehanioaLly tameable link
between wart agent personnel and the directing base, his security and
diseipline are of paresount importance. If he or the atetimilset of 'equip-
ment (including one-time pads and signal plans) fails to observe the most
rigid discipline, he exposes us VI the hazards of "playing bask" as well
as V3 the discovery and annihilation of our star-behind network. The 4/T
can also provides the only personal, "physical" contact between the network
and the base, IN the sense that the physisal earacteristla of his send-
ing tahnique bosoms well known to the base operator with wan he maintains
*satiate If he it captured and 60AOCAO else attempts to contact the base
with his sot, this differ-inn in touch can alert the bees to the tact that
somethind has gone ereng. If, however, he is doubled against us, a pro-
vides the enemy with an ideal chann4 for deception material, to a greater
*wee than any other category of agant_personnel. Add to theme considerations
the fast that the stay-behind radio operate, is subject to strains not required
of the esermatoly reportiag egent,-(a) the payelteloginal strain of inaction over
a long period of time, and (b) the stain of having to act, ehou finality called
upon to do a, under the most adverse and hasardous conditions, - the reasons
for hypersensitivity in regard to his security become obvious. Any person
reunited for this type of work must have the templete confidence of the or-
ganisation beyond any reasonable tat as to his loyalty, diecrotion, dis-
cipline and stability. ach conticenee can be based only on a moot careful
amassment based on the best information available.

5. As a pratial implementation of principle stated in paragraph 3,
we propose that apart from normal project requiremente, no m/T candidate
*ill be approved for training until a complete Personal Record Fora has been
submitted. This does not seem to be unreasonable. If a person has the eon-
fiance of the organisation to the extatt that he is proposed for training
in a secret technique, it is possible to obtain a detailed articulute vita 
trateAin without resorting to subterfuge.

6. Although, as you know, there are two types of stuipment and train-
ing, the led plan, sore highly classified, and the Blue, loos so, for use
in different types of start's/Lind operations, we must not infer that an gad
to ensure soeurity can be leas in recruiting for the one than for the other.--
Even though a man aw, be recruited for a Blue type esmation, which it re—
forded se ars expendable, we still should require an owlets as possible
information sencerning bile. From a strietly practical point of vier, we must
rennin the fast that training facilities are United. It would be extreme),
foolish to late time and effort in training operators on 'hose servias we could
not depend la an samirgenay, whatever their particular level or aseignment
may be.

7. snather principle to bear in mind is thist The recruitment of
=BERG personnel (whether operators or custodians of equipment) must be such that
they cannot be comprosieed later by virtue of any formable hazard inherent
in the recruitment itself. To be Skala explicit,



A. They should not be chosen fret the mks of agent
personnel which is or may be in any way compromised. No member
of a chain each is suspected of being penetrated; no lone agent
who has had any previous intelligence conni,ction with a blown agent
or one officer; no candidate proposed by actually or possibly
compromised personnel should have anything to do with ICEWRG.

D. No tee IMMO candidates should be known to each other.

G. No more than one ICHIPIRG candidate should be recruited on
the recomesendation of any one agent.

D. No chief agent of a large reporting network should be
allowed to recommend candidates, because of the danger of pene-
trationofhisactivities.

E. No recruiting cut-out or agent should be briefed as to the
precise or long-range nature of the work in mind for the personnel
he is to spot or recommend. Hs should be given a general brief only as to
requirements, such as courage, technical aptitude, basic stability,
loyalty, etc. He will no doubt propose candidates whose training
would be impraticalbscause of their mccremailability in time of
crisis (e.g., able-bodied young man abject to army or labor draft),
but these can be screened out by the case officers. Even with
highly trusted indigenous agents such deception must be practiced.
We cannot make out clearly from the correspondence in our files to what extent
the agents who have suggested candidates have been briefed, but we
assume that their briefing has been general.

8. We recognise only too well that the restrictions outlined above
added to the difficulties already generally recognised, -- the problem of
finding recruits who will be av able in an emergency situation, the
fact that persons with previous 	 in the necessary technique are
likely to be or become known to the Soviets, and the fact that persons
without previous practice in the tee/Kilts probably lack aptitude and are
difficult to train, -- make the program of recruitaant extremely difficult.
We certainly do not wish you to feel that we are unappreciative of the
efforts you are making and have made to find suitable candidates, even
though your requests for approval have set with an almost consistent "No"
for an answer.

9. We have no set of blue-epints to offer for a successful recruit-
ing program. Local conditions obviously affect such an enterprise. however,
as an example of one imaginative meatus of going about the problem, we can
cite the effort of another station in an occupied area. After consideration
of the categories of personnel who might, best be available in time of need,
and who might have the greatest aptitude in the necessary skill, it was de-
cided to explore the possibilities among disabled veterans of the recent
war. A request was aade to the Signal Corps to screen veterans in military
hospitals in the area for employment 45 teletype operators, A survey was
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made on the basis of the Signal Corp.' current need for such operators, and
background histories of suitable candidates obtained. These were turned
over to our stet for further screening and checking of the personal histories
as given by the more interesting prospects. A number of likely candidates were
turned up without involving any of the station's current operations. Only
one Signal Corps officer had been briefed on out interests in relatively general
torus.

101 Wanted that suitable recruits ars round, there are still restric-
tions to be observed in their handling.

A.. An aiproved radio candidate must have no °anoint/on with any other
current intelligence operation. If he has boon recruited from an
existing operation, he must be out ota of it if he is approved.

O. An approved radio operator must engage in no other inte4l4genee
activity.

C. Although plans may be made for his secure hook-in to a
covert agent or network, the actual introductions should be postponed
ugtil the last poseible moment.. A system of recognition symbols,
duly approved here, may be Laid on, but actual knowledge of identities
Mould not be exchanged. (As are sure that you share our gratitude .
to the Providence that prevented L- a and 1c 	 frost meeting last
fail, through so fault of our own, prior ton 	 :Oa enforced
evacuation.) In this connection, it is isportant that plans for the
hook-in to a particular operation be made at the time the operator
in recruited, since the type and particulars of his training will
depend upon his Arturo assignment. He hint.: need not Lvov the
personalities involved, but he must be prepared as far as possible
to net whatever special conditions may be required of hies

D. It goes without saying that all training and all meetings
of IMMO candidates, trainees, and operators must be conducted in
the most secure fashion possible.

11. So far as the etching of equipment is concerned, we realise
that it say be necessary to involve indigenous personnel to someestent.
We ears see no harm in allowing a known and trusted agent to con geal a radio
for us so long as there is no hint of possible compromise. In the case of
C	 1, our request that the set be withdrawn from his possession was based
on the possibility of his being comprwdsed through his assosiatIon with= :a

12. The principles stated above affect the status of our current
ICS13410 operations considerably. The four candidates proposed in your
cable 2896 should be reviewed in the light of the rovised proves as a whole.



A,	 C 21: Even though approval has once been
granted for their training, we should prefer to suspend that approval

//1?- pending a re-examination of their situation. Prom the files, we have had a
general impression that they night be tompromised because of their
respective oonneetions with t	 .7 and C _	 :is However,
c	 has clarified the operational handling in thee° cases, .4ad the
beards involved seem to have been overcome or are capable of being
overcome. In both cases we should have full Personal Record Forma
and an account of whet maturity hasarda actually do exist because of
previous Intelligens, connections.

H. L=7	 a Hensgain am must have complete biographicia
Information on which to base an intelligent decision. Prom the

"available reports we gannet de mit. His threat to take to the hills
In the event of hostilities is not exactly reassuring, but such •
remark seuld be attributable to tappet or seas equally inconse-
quential characteristic, if mere were known about the man as • whole.

C. t:	 1 Although he lame had no known connection aith
(2-	), he Appears to be acquainted nith a number of persona asso-
ciated with 4:-	 3 at the time of the latter o s arrest male we
may be hyper-cautious, we cannot see our way clear to wanting approval
fOr the use of anyone even remotely linked with this operations

13. We hope that the proposed meeting between 11 j and r"
suggested in your exchange of cables with Karlaruhe can take place shortly.
We shall appreciate any comments you may have, individually and severally,
on your particular operational aspects of the problem.

Le_

cc; Karlsruhe


